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ABSTRACT ---we--- 

Some exploratory experiments are reported describing the conditions 
under which enriched uranium, contained in aqueous solutfonr of uranyl 
fluoride, becomes critical in two right cylindrical reactors having 
parallel &x08. Values of the height of solution and the critical ma88 
have been obtained for reactors with diameter8 ranging from 5 to 20 
inches. Data were obtained at four chemical concentration8 correepond- 
ing to H:U-235 atomic ratios varying between 30 and 330 and with reactor 
separations up to 50 cm. En some of the experiments, the reactors were 
submerged in a water bath while others were done with no reflector. 

The critical mass of an unenclosed two reactor system was found to de- 
pend upon the distance between the components when they were eeparated 
even as much as 50 cm, however, the mass in each was then more than 
90% of that required to make it singly critical, 

Interposition of water between two reactors reduced their interaction 
due to the attenuation of the neutron flux by hydrogen. Two water en- 
closed reactors which could be made singly critical when approximately 
equilateral were found to be effectively isolated when separated 15 cm 
or more, Two which could not be made individually critical were isolated 
by a separation of a few centimeters. Those which were singly critical 
at heights large compared to their diameters showed apparent interaction 
at more than 20 cm spacing. The effect is attributed to the equivalence 
of a few interaction neutrons in the two component aystem and the 
relatively large quantity of uranium which must be placed at the end of 
long reactors to produce small increases in reactivity. 
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The smallest mass accumulated at criticality in these experiments was 
6~0 &pl IL235 contained in each of two water enclosed reactors ten inches 
in diameter with side8 in contact, each filled to a height of 16.9 cm. 
The chemical concentration of the fuel corresponded to an H:IL235 atomic 
ratio 0f 329* 
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This report preeente additfonal data on the critical ma88 of U-235 in 
aqUeOU8 8OlUtiOn8 Of Uranyl fluoride. Bxperimente in which the fluoride 
solution was made critical in single right cylindrical reactor8 have 
been reported prevfously. 1 The preeent series of experiment8 was undelc 
taken to determine the condition8 necesraary for Criticality in a 8ylt8m 
of two right cylindrical reactor8 with parallel axe& The ma88 contained 
In either reactor at cri tfcalfty may be significantly lee8 than that 
required for a eingle isolated one under otherwise identical conditions. 
This phenomenon, known a8 interaction, is a restit of an exchange Of 
leakage neutron8 between the two reactors, It ie important to know tha 
degree of interaction in order to specify the condition8 for 8afe etorage 
and handling of fissionable materiale. The experimental variable8 which 
were inveetigated in the present program included the degree of modara- 
tion of the n-235, the diameter of the reactors and the separation of 
their axes. Some experiment8 were done with the reactor8 enclosed in a 
water reflector while others had no reflector. 

The data reported here are incomplete and are derived from a group of 
experiment8 designed to show major trend8 rather than details. 

II 0 ExpIER1mm MA!cERIALs 

A l Uranium Solution 

About 13 kg of uranium a8 uranyl fluoride, containing gJo4$ U2J5 
and 1.1% V-234 were available for these experimente. &ueoue 
solutions of this compound were prepared having concentration8 
corresponding to hydrogen to u-235 atomic ratio8 of 30, 53, 169 
and 329. Reference is made in Part 111 for a diecuesion of the 
nuclear roperties of the solution8 and of the contaminant8 
preeent. P 

B o Material8 of Conetruction 

Solution etorage and transport facilitiee were fabricated 
principally from stainless ateel, type 347, becauee of it8 low 
corrolElivity. Most of the reactors were made from aluminum, 
type 3& in vfew of ite favorably low thermal neutron absorp- 
tion cro88 section. It Wa8 nece88ary, however, to coat the 
aluminum with Bakellte varnish to reduce the corrosion. The 
reactore twenty inches in dfameter were made of etaizit.esrr steel 
for structural strength, Thie 8izO wae used without a water 
reflector and previous work had shown little difference between 
aluminum and stainless steel under these conditions, 

1 o Beck, Clifford It.* A. D. Callihan, J. W. Morfitt, R, L. Macklln, 
"Critical Ma88 Studies, Part IIIa, Carbide and Carbon Chemicals 
Corporation, K-25 Plant, Report K-343, April 19, 1949. In cub- 
sequent reference8 to this rero?3, ?A til?. be deeignated a8 
Part III, 
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Flexible connection8 were ma& ~5. tk( hes v -1’3 gum rubber tubing 
which proved eatiefactory during the short time of we0 Fluoro- 
thene and tygon tubing were used for traneparent sections of 
liquid flow linea, 

III, APPARATULS 

The general arrangement of the apparatus warn that described In Part III0 
However, certain modification8 were made in the reactor a88embly in order 
to accommodate the addftional equipment required for these eqerlmentr. 

A . Beactors and bflector 

The set of interchangeable reactor8 used in the earlier erperimentr 
together with the small water reflector tank8 for the respective 
top surface8 were retained without change, A eecond set of reactors 
hating diameter8 of 59 5-112, 6, 8, 10 and 15 inches was fabricated 
from type 3s alumfnum, An add~.tional reactor 20 in&e8 in diameter 
was made of stainlese steel, 

The main water reflector tank was replaced by one 41-5” x 2’-3n x 
38-6" deep. Mear one end of the tank one of the first set of 
reactor8 could be rigidly mounted. To the top edge8 of this tank 
and parallel to its long dimeneioa were attached steel rail8 on 
which a dolly could travel. Each of the 8econd set of interchange- 
able reactors was flanged at the top for rigid attachment to the 
dolly, It was poaeible to eeparate the adjacent edge8 of reactor 
pairs, having diameter8 up to fifteen inches from contact to 33 cm, 
maintaining at least 10 cm of water on al.1 sides. In the absence 
of the water reflector, it Wa8 poesible to achieve eeparationa 8x- 
ceedfng 60 cm with the 15 inch reactor since the rail8 extend 
beyond one end of the tank, A schematic drawing of the reactor 
aesembly is shown in Fig, 1 and a photograph of the apparatus in 
Fig, 2, 

uranyl fluoride solution was transferred by air preseure from the 
four inch storage cylinders to the reactor8 thou& the main feed 
line which terminated in the three inch lead to the etationary 
reactor. The solution wa8 admitted to the movable reactor through 
a line attached to the three inch lead, The section of this 
connecting line external. to the reflector water tank wa8 atainleso 
steel pipe provided with a valve and a short length of traneparent 
tygon tubing as shown in Fig, 3e The portion of the connection 
within the water tank wa8 double wall rubber tubing permanently 
attached to the reactor as illustrated in Fig. 4. When the re- 
actors were changed, thie connection was broken at a flange out- 
8ide the water tank, reducing the poseibility of fuel leaking into 
the reflector water. Difficulty wa8 experienced in eetablishing 
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a flow of solution through the lglbber tubing because of air locks, 
requiring manual manipulation of the tubing until a continuous 
column of liquid was present. Solution was then readily transported 
between the reactors. 

Small aluminum water tanks, six inches deep and fitting snugly into 
the respective reactors, provided reflectors for the top surface of 
the fuel, The top reflector was positioned by a motor driven screw, 
mounted on the dolly, which was operated from the Control Room. 
Some of the movable reactors and their top reflector tanks are shown 
in Fig. 4. 

The position of the surface of the fuel was indicated in a trans- 
parent plastic sfg$ht glass mounted on a scale in the Control Room 
and connected to the reactor assembly. Indicators showing the 
location of the lower surfaces of both top reflector tanks utilized 
the same scale fn a manner such that, when either tank was in con- 
tact with the fuel surface, its indicator and the liquid level In 
the sight glass were in $zstapositfon. SDrfngfng either top reflec+ 
tor tank into contact with the solution PA the reactor disturbed the 
solution level in the sight glass, thereby providing an independeslt 
determination of the position of the fuel surface. 

B . Safety and Control Devices 

The magnetically supported safety rod, the control rod, the 
neutron source for the stationary reactor, and the arrangement 
for rapid dispersal of the fuel into a shallow pan are described 
in Part III. Fig. 3 fs a photograph of the section below the 
reflector tank showing on the rfght the flap valve for emptying 
the fuel into the shallow pan. 

Similar safety and control detices were protided for the movable 
reactor. A number of these devfces are shown in Fig. 5@ The plate 
in the center of the photograph could be moved vertically by a 
remotely controlled reversible electric motor through a threaded 
rod and nut. The motion was constrained by limit switches. The 
plate supported the top reflector tank referred to above and a 
stainless steel tube used to guide the neutron source. Two 
electromagneta, mounted on the plate, held the safety rods. The 
latter consisted of cadmium sheet sealed in stafnless steel tubing. 
The mwets were de-energized if the neutron intensity at either 
of two detectors exceeded 8 predetermined value permitting the 
rods to fall into the fuel. Another stainless steel encased 
cadmium rod - the control rod- and a neutron source supported by 
wires, could be manually adgusted from the Control Room. The 
source was placed in the reactor and the control rod near the 
periphery of the reactor. IA the absence of a water reflector 
the control rod was located in the fuel. Appropriate adJustable 
pulleys were provided to compensate for changes in the posftfons 
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of the source and control rod in the reactor due to horizontal 
motion of the dolly, 

C, Beat tor Separation 

Motion of the dolly was effected through a steel rod, one half 
inch in diameter, extending into the Control &om. The threaded 
end of the rod was fitted with a sprocket eel whfeh was chain 
driven from a conveniently located hand wheel. It was not 
possible for the dolly to move except when the controls were 
operated, thereby minfmizing the danger of the two containers of 
fuel inadvertently approaching each other, A tire connecting 
the dolly to a weighted pointer in the Control Room permitted 
the position of the movable reactor to be observed on a scale. 

D 0 operationaJD CoAtrols 

Fig. 6 shows the assembly controls located on the wall separating 
the Experimental and Control Rooms. The regulated air pressure 
supply and the motor control switches for posftfonfng the top 
reflector tanks are at the left. !Che solution flow control valve 
handles extend through the lower section of the wall. IA the center 
are the positfoners and indicators for the safety and control rods 
and for the dolly- The adjustments for the two neutron sot&es are 
at the right, Across the bottom of the picture is the emergency 
foot bar which opens the flap valve emptyfng the fuel into the 
shallow pan below the reactor. The sight glass, some of the 
detection instruments, and the reflector water control valves 
are shown iA Fig. 7. 

IV. E%PERI~!CAL PSOCEDUZC 

The procedure followed in approaching criticality in these experiments 
was the same as that deserfbed in Part III. Fuel was added stepwise, 
noting continuously the value of the neutron flux as indicated by the 
trace on the recorders9 and measuring the reaetfvity with counters 
between fuel additfons. (IPaphs, showing the dependence of the reciprocal 
multiplication on the height of solution in the reactor, were extrapolated 
as a guide in approaching the critfcaf height. Near crftfcalfty the 
source of neutron8 was removed after which the quantity of fuel and the 
COAtrOl rod pOSitiOn were adjusted to maiAt&sA Constant AeUtrOA intensity, 
the criterion for crftfcalfty. These procedures were not altered by the 
presence of the second reactor except that two control rods and two 
sources of neutrons were used. It is imperative to have these dual 
controls especially if the cond%tfons of an eqerfment are such that the 
two reactor.8 can be effectively isolated and made critical singly. It 
should be pointed out that the two neutron sources must be of comparable 
strength in order that the removal of one from a sub-critfcal. system 
will effect a change in the total neutron flux. 







In general, the critical hefght was first determined %A each of two 
equal cylinders plaeed with sides in contact, After inserting COA- 
trol rods the dolly was then IDOVed, separating the reactors a few 
centimeters with concomitant decrease fn reactftity, Fuel was added 
to make the system critical. once more. The procedure was repeated 
until the critfcal height was independent of the separation of the 
reactors. Some experiments were limited Qy the quantity of G-235 
available or by the dimensions of the equipment, Fig, 8 shows a sequence 
of reciprocti multiplication curves obtained fn cne experfment, 

V. RESULTS AED DISCUSSION 

A . fAtrOdU@tfOA 

In these experiments, data were obtained on the crftfeal mass of 
u-235 in aqueous solutions of UO$2 contabed in two cylindrical 
reactors tith axes parallel. The separatfan of the reactors, the 
hydrogen content of the fuel, and the nature of the reflector are 
the experimental variables which were investigated, The data are 
recorded in Tables 3 and 4 in the Appendix. The values given for 
the separation of the reactors are the distances between adjacent 
outer surfaces6 Thus the separation reported shoufd be increased 
by 0.3 cm (r/gr) to obtafn the actual dSLstance between adjacent 
edges of columns of fuel. This 0.3 em represents the thickness of 
the walls of the reactors. The temperatures of the fuel and surround- 
ings varied between 10% and Pj°CO 

The information Ifsted in the two right hand columns of each table 
is derived from data reported here and in Part IX1 and will be Us- 
cussed below. 'typical curves shoting tPeAdS in the data have been 
included. 

B, kperimental Results 

Ffgure 9 shows how the crftfcal mass per reaetor fn an fnter- 
acting pafr of reactors without reflector increases tith fncreas%ng 
separation of their edges. As expected, with increasing separation, 
the critical mass per reactor approaches that of an isolated one, 
although at a separation of two feet or more the crftfeal mass per 
reactor may still be as much as 5% less than that in the isolated 
case. The data are shown differently in Ffg. 10, where the ratio 
of the critfcal mass per reactor at a particular separation to the 
criticA. mass per reactor ti th the reactors fn contact is plotted 
against the separatfon. The relative fnsensftfv%ty of the larger 
diameter reactors, such as 15 to 20 inches, to fnteractfon, is 
apparent. TMs insensitivity results from thefr slab-like geometry 
fn which leakage of neutrons through the sfdes approaches zero. 
Since the erftfcal hefght of such an isolated reactor is not greatly 
different from that of one hating PnfPnite dfameter, the proximity 
of two of these reactors hating coplanar bases does not materially 
affect the erftical. mass in one of them. 
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In Fig. 11 fs shown a typical curve of critfcal mass per reactor 
versus separation of two reactors submerged fn water. It will be 
noted that although the mass per reactor is lower than that of the 
corresponding unreflected case due to neutron reflection, the re- 
actors become effectfvely isolated at relatively smaller separa- 
tions due to neutron absorption by the hyddrogen, Since the water 
acts as both moderator and absorber, when the reactors are separated 
by a small amount, it might be expected that the moderation of fast 
neutrons would predominate over the absorptfon of thermal neutrons, 
yielding a minimum in the critical mass versus separation curve. 
Actually no such minimum was found. If it does exist, it must be 
extremely shallow, of the order of a few millimeters, and it must 
0ccuT at a separation of 5 mm or less. 

Data from five pairs of interacting water enclosed reactors having 
diameters of 5 to 15 inches, and with fuel having an H:U-235 ratio 
of 5209 are plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of reactor separation. 
The ordinate is the ratio of the critical mass per reactor at various 
separations to the critical mass per reactor when the two were fn 
contact. In general the curves are of two tmeet (a) those for 
reactors which are flj.rr&y non-critical at anfinite height yielding 
curves hating vertical asymptotes and (b) those for reactors which 
are singly critical at a finite h&&t which gfve curves tith 
horizontal asymptotes. The smaller the dfmeter of each of the 
pair of reactors, the steeper the corresponding curve, for, when 
the reactor diameter is sufficiently small, they may remain sub- 
critical in spite of considerable interaction. The positions of 
the vertical asymptotes cannot be taken, therefore, as dfstances 
at which no significant interaction occurs. Conversely, it has 
already been noted that the large dfameter reactors are relatively 
insensitive to interaction so the behavior of these curves cannot 
be used to estimate the limiting interaction distance in watere 
Attention must therefore be confined to those reactors which are 
critical without interaction and yet are small enough in diameter 
to be sensitive to exchange neutrons. Unfortunately, such data 
are extremely limited and a tendency towards over-generalization 
must be avoided, It can be seen that for reactors having diameters 
of 8 to 15 inches the interaction is negligible for separations of 
15 cm or more. The data for the six inch reactor indicates that 
sigaiffcant fnteractfon occurs at greater than 20 cm fn this 
particular case* The behavior of the six inch reactor may be 
ascribed qualitatfvely to the geometric propertfes of those re- 
actors which can be made singly critical at heights large compared 
to their diameters. In such a system, the oe,ntrfbution to the re- 
activity of sfgniffcant quantftfes of uranium placed at the extremity 
of the reactor is small, that is, a significant increase in fuel 
height is required to effect only a small increase in the neutron 
reproductivfty. In thfs manner, the exchange of a few external 
nentrons between companion reactors fs equivalent in fts effect 
on critical conditions to a relatfvely large quantity of fuel 
placed at the extremity of such a reactor. -mm -- _. -- - . . . . __ 
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Pairs of reactors having heights several times larger than their 
diameters will, therefore, apparently display fnordinately large 
fnteraction even at separations of 20 cm and greater, The apparent 
fnteraction is merely the interchange of relatively few neutrons 
magnified by the geometric conditions of the system. This hypothesis 
leads to the conclusfon that there is no lfmfting interaction dfstance 
fn water. However, in practice a limit will be reached in those 
cases of geometry where the minimum measurable addftfons of fuel 
contributes more to the reactftity than do the exchange neutrons. 
Thus an edge-to-edge separation of 15 centimeters for two reactors 
8 inches or more in diameter appears to be large enough to insure 
that the critical mass per reactor will not differ signiffcantly 
from that of an isolated one of sfmflar dimensions. ‘There is 
evidence that, for pairs of reactors between 5-l/2 and 8 fnches 
fn dfameter, the above value of the separatfon needs to be increased 
in order to eliminate measurable interaction between the components. 
For pairs of reactors having diameters of 5-l/2 inches or less, 15 
centimeter separation is again adequate for practfcal fsolatfon. 

Some of the results obtained fn these experiments are given in 
Figs. 13 and 14 in which the ratio of the crftfcal mass per re- 
actor at some separation to the critfcaP mass per reactor tith the 
reactors fn contact is plotted agdnst the separation. Ffg. 13 
refers to reactors 15 inches in diameter at two fuel moderat3,ons 
and Fig, 14 contains data for a 10 inch reactor, Where possible 
the mass contained fn a single isolated reactor is shown as the 
T fm% tfng VBlue. The large increase in the critical mass tith 

"xration for the ten inch reactors tithout reflector is attributed 
-he geometrfc effects discussed above for the six fneh water 

-sd system. The height to diameter ratio is sufficiently 
k. o require a considerable Increase fn uranium content to 
off.:9 the loss of a few exchange neutrons with increased separa- 
tion. 

The effect of moderation upon the apparent interaction is shown 
in Fig. 15 where the ratio of the critical. mass contained in a 
single water enclosed fsolated reactor to that in each of a pair 
of reactors in contact is plotted against the H:U-235 atomic 
ratio. Over the range of conditions under which an isolated re- 
actor can become critical, the interaction is nearly fndependent 
of the moderation. Also, the apparent interaction decreases as 
the reactor diameter increases, being less than lO$ for the 15 
inch reactor system, an effect equally true for systems of large 
reactors without water reflector. !lYhe lack of further experfmental 
data and the dffffcultfes of treating the problem theoret%cally 
preclude the possfbilfty of makfng more general conclusions at 
this time. Attempts to describe the observed effects of the fnter- 
acting neutrons in term of a simple geometric parameter have lfke- 
wise led to inconclusive results due to the limited data, Two such 
parameters till be discussed briefly for general interest. 
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C . Geome tri c Parameters 

In the absence of an interposed reflector, the fractional solid 
angle between two cylinders has been suggested as a measure of 
the amount of neutron fnteraction, As already pointed out, 
however, in these experiments with cylindrical reactors,, the 
change in crftfcal height with separatfon of the reactors fs not 
only a function of the exchange neutron flux but is also strongly 
dependent on the geometry and fuel characteristjcs of the in- 
dividual reactors; It is, therefore, not surprM.ng that there 
appears to be no simple empirical relation between solid angle and 
the corresponding increase in solutfon hefght, In the presence 
of a water reflector the situation is further complicated by 
diffusion and absorption effects in the reflecting medium. 

A second and possibly more useful concept is that of an eqtivalent 
diameter which may be deffned in the followkg manner. Two inter- 
acting cylindrical reactors, separated by a fixed dfstanee are 
found to be critical when filled to the approprfate height ti th 
fuel of known moderatfon, The diameter of a s%ngle fsolated me- 
actor which is CrIMeal at the same hefat and moderation is de- 
fined as the equivalent diameter of the pair@ Data on isolated 
cylindrical reactors are reported in PartXII, pigs, 29 and 32 
where critical heights are plotted as a function of reactor 
diameters at constant moderatfon, Thus the equivalent dfameter 
@  of the pair can be readily obtained from a bowledge of the 
critical height and moderation of the reacting pair, rt is 
appropriate to consider now the relation of DE to the actual 
diameter, D, of each of tw reactors with equal dfameter. fn 
the lfmit of no interaction, a fs obviously equal to D. As the 
separation of the two reactors is decreased9 the critical height 
of each of the pair f s also decreased due to the exchange of 
neutrons between them, Hence, a single cylindrfeal. reactor9 in 
order to be critical at this lowered height would require an in- 
creased diameter, The equivalent diameter, therefore, increases 
as the reactors are browht together, fn the hypothetical limit 
of coalescence o the equivalent diameter becomes ED, the diameter 
of a single vessel which would contain all the fuel present in 
two reactors each of diameter D, In practice, of course9 the 
lfmft of approach fs contact of the leading edges so the actual 
limit of Q is somewhat less thanrFD because of the excess 
leakage from the “figure eight” cross section of two cylinders. 
in contact. 

ITor reactors in contact, the value of Q remafns sensibly con- 
stant for each diameter at different values of the H:U-235 
atomic ratio of the fuel. The ratios %fD = 2” for reactors in 
contact at each experfmenta.3. value of H:U-235 are given in 
Table 1. As the separation of two water enclosed reactors is 
increased,, the value of I& changes with the atomic ratio due to 
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!Pable 1 

Equivalent Diameters of Aludnm Reactors in Oontact 

Reactor Diameter . Critical Equivalent Diameter 
iIlChe8 Height inches 

D H: U-235 cm _?sl DE/D = P 

Water Enclosed 

5 52.9 35 0 4 67 0 1.9 

5-w 2909 26 0 3 74 0 1.36 
6 29.9 2208 78 0 la30 

52.9 a*0 77 0 1.28 

169 0 28.2 go0 1.33 

329 0 61.0 77 0 1028 

8 

10 

29.9 13 4 0 10.1 1.26 

5209. 12s8 10.1 1.26 

29.9 11.0 11.6 1.16 

52,9 10.2 12,0 1.20 

329 l 16 9 0 11.2 . 1012 

Unenclosed 

15 169 0 17.2 1509 1.06 

329 0 20.0 

20 329 0 16.7 
Stainless Steel 

16,2 

21.6 

1.08 

1.w 
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the absorption of exchange neutrons by the water between the 
re8ctors. These effects may be noted by reference to Fig. 16 
which shows the critical height as a function of HsUG35 atomic 
ratio of two six inch reactors at several separations. Curves 
for sinae 6, 6-l/2 and 6 m Inch reactors taken from Part II I 
have been included for comparison0 It will be noted that the 
curve for the six inch 
to that for the single % 

air in contact is very nearly parallel 
Y inch reactor. The curve for the 

6-l/2 fnch sfngle reactor, on the other hand, crosses both the 
6 cm and 8 cm separation curves leading to a noticeable dependence 
of Dlo upon the moderation of the fuel. Such a dependence fs not 
expected fn the absence of a water reflector but there is not 
enough experimental information on the unreflected reactors to 
support this contention0 

D . Application to Processfn~ Specifications 

It WAS shown fn Part III that a single water enclosed reactor 
5.5 fnches in diameter was subcrftical under all oondftfons 
studfed, A pair of reactors hating an equfvalent dfameter of 
5*5 inches or less would also be subcritical under the same 
conditions. It is, therefore, possfble to estimate the diameter, 
D, of the individual reactors hating I& = 5@5 inches from the 
relatfon 

?E 
D 

0’ P 

The maximum value of P is not greater than f?bnand, as shown in 
Table 1, is not less than 1,34, 5%~ 

D 52 0 
1 34 8 

&SSnfD r/, 4.10a 

These values have not been checked experimentally. The estbna- 
tfon is included here to emphasize the fact that two cylinders 
4 fnches in diameter in contact asld water enclosed may form a 
critical system. 

E. AcctSacy and Precision 

Xt is approprfate to consider the accuracy of the results of 
these experiments and the precision of the measurements, An 
overall estimate of 2 $ L.E, (95% confidence interval) has been 
made of the accuracy following consideratSon of height, diameter, 
solution concentration and separation measurements, Some of the 
causes of the uncerta,intfes are reviewed below. 
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!Che height of fuel %n a reactor at crftfcalfty was repro- 
ducible to * 0,l cm, The inaccuracies in volume measure 
ment did no; exceed 2 2$ LIEo and were due to vmfations 
fn the zero level of the hefat scale and ti the reactor 
diameters resulting from constructional irregularities. 

The mass was determined from the volume, the specific 
gravity, and a gravimetric analysis of the uranfurn solu- 
tion, !Phe analytical error, including sampling and 
specific gravity measurements is estimated at * 2$ Lo% 
The overall error in the maw is thus estimated at % 358 
LE. 

2 0 Separation of Reactors 

Errors in measurement of the distances between pairs of 
reactors were due principally to lack of axial parallelfsm 
amounting to a few millimeters over a height of a meter, 
The separation reported is the distance between adjacent 
edges at one-half critical height. 

3. Reactor Construction 

A column of fuel three inches in diameter and about one 
foot long was attached to the bottom of each stationary 
reactor because of structural details, The manner in 
which this appendage contributed to the reactfvfty of the 
stationary reactor is discussed in Part 11X and was con- 
sidered again in the experiments reported here. 

A more direct evaluation of thfs effect could be obtained 
with the apparatus of these experiments. A comparison 
was made between the solution height at criticality in 
the stationary reactor, filled singly0 with the correspond- 
ing height in the movable cylinder when it was made critical 
alone. Data were obtained with reactors of two diameters 
and axe tabulated below: . 

Table 2 

Feed Line Correc tfon 

Critical Hei@t Feed Line Correction 
StatfonaZy 

Beactor Reactor Movable This 
Diameter Uncorrected Reactor Bkperiment Part 11X 
inches Hz&235 Cm cm cm cm 

8 29.9 19.3 2005 f,2 14 0 
10 5209 12,5 13*i? 07 e 09 0 



The agreement betwe*a th 3 f-wo fndqmu?ent values of the 
correction fs considered a&equate. 

Since the bottom surfaces of the reactors, when used 
together, are coplanar, the solution height in the 
movable cylinder is meamed directly by the sight glass. 
!l!he crftfcd height of each of a pair of crftfcal re- 
actors recorded in the data is the average of the actual 
height in the movable cylinder and the corrected height 
in the stationary cylinder. 

A second effect of the three Inch appendage is its possfble 
contribution to fnteraction, In one experiment the movable 
cylinder was lowered an amount equal to the correction applied 
to the stationary reactor by placing shims of appropriate 
thickness between the top flange and the dolly, thus makfng 
the effective lower surfaces of the cylinders of fuel coplanar. 
A comparison was then made between the values of the critical 
mass at various reactor separations with corresponding values 
determined with the cylinders in their usual positfon. Ho 
differences erceedfng the precision of the measurements were 
found. 

4. Temperature 

In the experiments reported here, there was no control of 
the temperature of the uranyl fluoride soPut%on OP of the 
reflector water and no measure of the temperature coefficient 
of reactiti tyO Bowever, the experiments were performed within 
a period of seven weeks and were not subJected to marked 
seasonal temperature variatfons, hence errorrs introduced by 
this cause amount to a few tenth of a percent at mo&, 

Results from the experiments reported here wfifch are of value fn the 
specification of safe conditions for handling enriched uranium solu- 
tion are summarized in this section. 

1 l The smallest critfcal mass observed fn these experiments vas measured 
when 680 gpn of n-235 were placed in each of two water enclosed 
aluminum reactors 10 inches in diameter which were in contact 
with each filled to a hefat of 16,g cm. The chemfcal concentre 
tfon of the fuel corresponded to HO-235 = 32ge Since the modern 
tfon was not further increased and only a limited number of r6) 
actors were used, it is probable that the minimum critfcal mass 
atta,inable fs significantly less than the above vaLueb The latter 

is to be compared tith SgO &pl of U-235 required to become critfcal 
in a single reactor 10 inches in diameter at the same moderation* 
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2 0 An fmposed time limftatfan x.&L& Unpou:bLe the extension of these 
measurements to pairs of sub-critfcal water enclosed reactors. 
The smallest reactors tested were a pair five inches fn diameter 
which were critical when in contact, containing 2,O6 kg I&235 
each, and filled to a hefght of 35.4 cm with a solution of H:IF235 = 
52.9. btrapolation of the data predicts that they would be sub- 
critical at any hefat when separated seven centimeters or more. 

3. Examination of the data indicates that two reactors four inches fn 
diameter, placed in contact and enclosed by w&erg might be made 
cri tfcal. This result was not verified by direct experfment, 

4, A layer of water approximately 15 cm (6 inches) separating two 
reactors each 8 inches or more in diameter effectively shields 
one from the other. Residual neutron exchange was found sufficient 
to change the critical condftfons of two 6 inch reactors when 
separated by as much as 22 em of water. 

5. Sufficient uranium was not available to reach critfcalfty tith 
two eight inch reactors in contact and without a water reflector, 
However, at an HtW235 ratio of 52.9, it was fndfcated that they 
would be critical at some finite height greater than 38 cm. 

6 0 Interaction between two reactors without water reflector was ob- 
served when they were separated as much as 50 cm* However, the 
mass in each at that separation was more than 90% of that required 
to make it cri tfcal alone. 

7. Apparent interaction effects decrease sharply with increasing re- 
actor diameters for both bare and water reflected pairs. The de- 
crease results from the reduction of side leakage as the reactors 
approach infinite slabs, 

Atiowledgplent fs gratefully made of the very able ass%stance during 
these experiments of Mr. A. 0. Mooneyham and ML Fred Pressey of l!IBPA 
Division, Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation and of Mr. Se D, 
McLendon and Mr. Lee Schuske of the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals 
Corporation, Y-12 Plant. Mr. Robert @ inn and Mr. Elmer Olsen9 of 
Y-12, and Mr. M, & Bartkus ad Mr. Ho A. Kermfele of the K-25 Labora- 
tory were responsible for the instrumentation. Many helpful discussIons 
with Dr. Eugene Greuling of Duke Univers%ty and Dr. C. K. Beck, formerly 
of the K-25 Laboratory, contributed materially to the experimental pro- 
e-0 
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VIII. APPENDIX 

Table 3 Critical Conditiona for Two Aluminum Reactors WthotXt FVater 
Reflector 

Table 4 Critical Conditions for Two Aluminum Realtors TWth%ter 
Reflector 
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CRITICAL CONDITIONS FOR two 

Auu INUH REACTORS Y I THOUT WATER REFLECTOR 

fk ACTOR ~ZRIT~CAL Q~MCENT 

01 AHETLR SEPARATION HtU-23s m U-235 SOLUTION CRITICAL RASS J?ER DIAMETER RATtO 
INCHES CH AToWC 6111 SOUJT 10~ DENSI YY HE I GMf RdACtOR 8NCHES* OdD 8 

0 RATIO 6MJ/M3 al KC lb-235 0,: P 

8 0.0 52.9 0.2w t.566 
0.0 169 0. I27 I. t87 

* 38 > 5.65 

IO 0.6 52.9 00 293 1.566 ,a0 >4,65 
0.0 I 69 0,127 I.187 28.7 20 20 
2.0 I69 0,127 I,187 3otJ 203s 
5.8 169 Oet27 t. I87 32.8 2st 
9.6 I 69 0.4 27 I. I87 34.3 20 62 

IS.6 169 0. I27 i..o87 35.8 2.74 
24.6 I 69 Oet27 I, I87 37,2 2.8s 
33.9 I 69 0,-t 27 wea 30.2 2.92 
SO.0 169 ,o. t 27 tet87 39. I 20 99 

0.0 329 o,ott5 t.101 40,8 1.63 
1.9 329 0,07ts IJOI 44,9 I,79 
4.8 329 OeO7lS I. lot 50.0 I.99 
8.0 329 0,079 5 0. I09 54.8 2.18 

16.6 329 0,071s I. lot 64.7 20 58 
3t.3 329 0.0715 I,lol 74.4 2.97 
43.3 329 0.0715 l*rol 80.t 3.19 

It:4 III4 
II.1 1,tt 
IO,8 I.08 
to.6 t.06 
to.4 I .04 
to.3 I.03 
10.2 1.02 
to.2 I .02 

0 0 
- 0 
m 0 
0 m 
- 0 
- - 
W  0 

IS 0.3 169 0,127 1,187 17.3 2.98 IL9 I .06 
5.0 I69 0,127 I, lB7 17.8 3.06 Is.5 I.03 

Is.0 169 0.127 t, 187 18.0 3.10 15.3 1.02 
SO.0 169 0,127 I. 067 18.3 3. I5 IS,1 I.01 

0.2 329 0.07ts ‘1,101 20. I 1e80 16.2 1.08 
5.0 329 0.0715 I, lol 20.8 I.87 15.5 I.03 
9.7 329 0.0715 I, IO! 21.0 1.88 IS.4 1.03 

31.3 329 0.07t5 I, lot 21.3 I.91 Is.2 I.ot 
SO.0 329 0.07~5 1,101 21,s 1.93 Ml Lot 

20.’ 0.0 169 0.127 I. I87 14.7 4. so 0 m 
5.0 169 Oo 127 lo I87 14.8 4.53 0 0 

20.0 I69 0. I27 I, 187 IS.8 4.53 N m 

0.0 329 0.07ls 1,101 16.7 2.66 21.6 t .08 
. lo,0 329 0.07ls IJOI Il.0 2.71 20,8 1.04 

25eO 329 0.0715 lelol 17.3 2.76 2002 I.01 

m DIAMETER w A SINGLE CYLINDER CRlTlCAL AT EgoAh HEWiT 0F 30Lut10Ne(Ff40M PARI IltZ 
” THE REACTOR 20 lNCHE$ IN DIAI’XTER WAS CONSTRUCTED OF STAINLESS STWlo 
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REACTOR 
DIU~ETER SEPARATION H:U-235 

CRITICAL CONDITIONS FOR Two 
Aru~m~n REACTORS WITH WATER REFLECTOR 

INCHES C M  Aronr c 
0 RATIO 

5 0.2 52.9 0,293 1.566 36.4 2. I2 
2.9 52.9 0.293 1.566 51.9 3.02 
3.3 52.9 0.293 1,566 56.2 3,26 
3.8 52.9 0.293 1.566 65.3 3, uo 
4.0 52.9 0.293 9,566 7002 4,08 
4.2 52.9 0.293 1.566 76, 4.4 

6.6 
6.2 
6.5 
6.0 

0 

1.32 
1.24 
1.22 
1.20 
0 
0 

s3 0.5 29.9 0.394 I.926 27. t 3.95 7.4 1.34 
2.9 29.9 0,394 9.926 31.0 3.60 7 I e I.29 

6 0.1 29.9 0..39 4 I.926 
2.9 293 0.394 9.926 
0.0 52.9 0,293 I.566 
2.9 52.9 0.293 I.566 
5.8 52.9 0.293 1.566 
8.7 52.9 0.293 I .566 

11.0 52.9 0.293 I.566 
13.0 52.9 0.293 1,566 
0.4 169 0.127 I. I87 
2.0 I69 ofbt27 1.187 
4.0 I69 0. It7 I.187 
6.0 169 0,127 I.187 
8.0 I69 0. I27 I, I87 
0.2 329 0.07ls -9, to1 
0.5 329 0.0715 I. lot 
0.1 329 0,otl s IO lOI 

22.8 3.06 
26.9 3.73 
2LO I.76 
24.0 2.09 
31.5 2.64 
40.7 3.40 
47.6 3,98 
52. 4.3 
28.9 0.796 
32.5 0. u95 
42.2 1016 
60.8 1.65 

1.30 
1.23 
I.28 
I .22 
I.13 
1.07 
I .os 
1.03 
I.32 
1.27 
I.18 
I.92 

63.1 0,905 
66.2 0.950 
69.U I.00 

7.8 
7.4 
7.7 
7.3 
6.9 
6.4 
6.3 
6.2 
7.9 
7.6 
7. I 
6.7 

7:6 
7.6 
7.5 

a 0.0 
0.0 
0.4 
I 5 
0:o 
0:O 
0.8 
I.7 
I u 
3:s 
3.6 
4.2 
4.2 
5.7 
6.8 

29.9 0.394 lo926 13.4 3,29 
29.9 0.394 1.926 13,4 3.29 
29.9 0.394 1,926 13,s 3.32 
29.9 00394 1,926 14.0 3,43 
52 .,9 0.293 I.566 12.8 I.90 
52.9 0.293 I.566 13.2 I,96 
52.9 0.293 I. 566 13.6 2002 
52.9 0.293 I.566 13.9 2.07 
52.9 0.293 I.566 13.7 2.04 
52.9 0.293 1,566 14.9 Ze212 
52.9 0.293 1.566 15.3 2. &8 
52.9 0.293 E.,566 15.2 20 26 
52.9 0.293 I.566 15.2 2.26 
52.9 0.293 I.566 16.1 2Q 40 
52.9 0.293 LZ66 IS,6 2* 47 

to E 
10’1 

9:* 
9.7 

l0.l 
9.9 
9.8 
9.7 
9.8 
9.4 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
8.7 
8.6 

t-27 
I’27 
I’25 0 

1.26 
1.26 
1.23 
I.21 
I.26 
1.24 
I.23 
I ..zl 
1.23 
I.18 
1.12 
I.?12 
I.12 
Lo9 
I.07 

CRITICAL hJUDYALENY 

an 8OLUTDON CRITICAL bSS PER DIAMETER RAtlO 

G M  SOLUTION DENSIYY HEi6Ht !? E:AC~~R INCHES+ 3 

6n/cn3 
OdD 

C M  K6 u-235 Dg r 
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REACTOR 
DIAMETER SEPARATION H8lL235 

@NCHES CM AOOHt C 
0 RATJO 

IO 

I5 

0 7.0 5299 0.293 I.566 17.0 2.53 
8.6 52.9 0.293 lo566 17.6 2062 

10.9 52.9 0.293 to566 18.4 2.74 
14.4 52.9 0.293 lo566 18.8 2.80 
Is.7 52.9 00293 le566 18.8 2.80 
14.7 52.9 0.293 loS66 99.9 2084 
20.1 52.9 0.293 lo566 18.6 2077 
4300 52.9 0.293 lo566 IS,8 2.80 

9.5 
e;3 
8 t 
8:O 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 

1006 
1.04 
I ol 
1'00 
I.00 
I000 
1’00 
*‘oo 0 

.o.o 29.9 0.394 I .926 IL0 4.23 11.6 1.16 

0.2 52.9 0.293 I.566 lo.3 2.40 12.1 I.2E 
3.0 52.9 0.293 lo566 91.2 2,60 iI,4 I*14 
7.0 52.9 0.293 IA66 12.2 2,84 10.8 I.08 

lo.5 52.9 0.293 00566 12.7 2.9s 10,s Los 
13.0 52.9 0.293 I.566 12.9 3.00 lo.1 toot 
20.0 52.9 0.293 I.566 13.6 3.02 IO.0 Loo 

0.0 329 0.0715 :: l.loO 96.9 9.674 II.3 1.13 
3.0 329 0.0715 90 IOI 18.7 0,745 lo.7 1.07 
8.0 329 0.07ls lo lol 21.1 0.841 lo,2 1.02 

0.0 52.9 0.293 1.566. 
2.9 52.9 0.293 1,566 
L.8 52.9 0.293 1,566 

11.6 52.9 0.293 10566 
0.0 169 0.127 la187 
3.0 169 0,127 I.187 

22.0 169 0.127 I, I87 
0.0 329 0.0715 lo 001 
5.0 329 0.0715 I, loll 

20.0 329 0.07l5 I. 101 

7 .3 
76 
7:65’ 
7s7 
so 
9,s 
9.7 

II.5 
12.3 
12.6 

3.02 
3.37 
4,QO 

4.03 
I.55 
I,60 
1.67 
I.03 
1. lo 
I. 33 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

1-00 0 
0 

i-00 0 

on socur ION h?JT!ChL 
GM hXUtlON DENSITY HE IGHT 

GM/CM3 CM 

CRSflCAL 

#ASS PER 

REACTOR 
KG th-23,s 

~QUJVALENT 
D I AMETER RAtJo 

INCHES' DE/o :.:P 
4 

06 r 
- -cc--- 

* DMETER OF A SINGLE CYLINDER C~JTICAL AT QUAL HEIGHT OF SOLUT$ON. (FROM PART Ill?. 


